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Cloud Landing Zones Done Right
Enterprise Scale
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Operating Compatibility: Existing approaches and
functions for the traditional delivery and management of
IT services are not compatible with the Azure platform
and cloud operating models. When combined with a lack
of skills and experience, customers are struggling to
define and therefore transform their operating model to
manage and support large-scale cloud infrastructure.

How can we help you?
At QRatify we have experience form building some of the largest
Landing Zones on Azure. Some of these customers are now
spending millions USD every month on Azure.
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Experience from very
large implementations
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Large Pharma customer in Switzerland
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Large Retailer in Sweden
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Large Bank in the UK and NL.
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Large Travel customer in France

QRatify has experience from
some of the largest customers
migrating their workloads to
Azure.

Working with customers around the world one of the hardest things large customers faces is how to form their cloud
teams. Many customers follow the traditional model from on-prem but quickly discovers that this model does not work
in the cloud, QRatify has deep experience in helping customers finding the right team model that fits their cloud
strategy and vision for their workloads landing in the Cloud.

Cloud SOLUTIONS
QRatify has over 50 years’
experience working at or working
very closely with Microsoft
engineering since the early days

Areas of interests

Design Review
Would you like to get confirmation or advise if you have

Customer workshop

made the right design decisions for your Clouds?

Cloud Operations guidance

of Cloud. Bringing these

Governance & Security Design

learnings to our customers is a

Have you suffered from down time and want to build a

key goal for our business.
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For more information on any of

Are you concerned about if your cloud is secure enough
and conforms with the requirements and expectations

our products or services please

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Cloud Team Structure
Cloud Subscription Management
Cloud Resiliency & Disaster
Recovery

from the business?

visit us on the Web at:
www.QRatify.com

Are you struggling with operating the cloud and do not
feel you get the benefits you were promised moving to
the cloud?

Do you have an overview of who is consuming what in
the cloud and do you feel there is the right transparency
and fairness around cost?
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